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ABSTRACT 
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rationalization processes is presented here, as Well as a 
method of storing human-like thought. The invention pro 
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societal position in an electronic emulation of the human 
brain. This permits a realistic human-like response by that 
emulation to the people and the interactive environment 
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/** *** OverallSentence *** 

* Order of tests is important. */ 

SentenceI {Quest_To_Learn | |mper_Sentence | Exc|am_Sentence 
| Dec|_Sentence | Quest_To_C0ntirm}; 

/* *** Declarative Sentence *** 

* indicators: Subject is before the verb, is spoken w/ialling 
* intonation, and ends in '.' 
* Hearer responds w/acknowledgement (yes, okay, <nod>). */ 

Dec|_Sentence I go Has_Dec| Dec|_Phrase I |nd_C|ause [{Co0rd_C0nj | ';‘} |nd_C|ause] .Has_Dec|; 
|nd_C|ause I Subject Predicate; 
Predicate I Not_End [Adverb] {Tv_Sentence | |v_Sentence 

| Lv_Sentence} [Compounder]; 

Compounder I Not_End [','j Adv_Sub_C0nj Dec|_Phrase; 

/* ** Sentence w/ linking verb I Describe or identify a condition (of being) ***/ 

Lv_Sentence I |_v {Subj_Comp| | Adv_Phrase | Adjective}; 

FIG. 5 
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N0un_Equiv matched ‘table‘ 
N0rm_N0un_Ph matched ‘the table‘ 

N0un_Ph matched ‘the table‘ 
Sub] matched ‘the table‘ 
Pred ‘ 

C|assity_MV ‘ 

Verb_W0_Cdx ‘ 
Past ‘ 

Past_Verb ‘ 
Past_Verb matched ‘tailed‘ 

Past matched ‘tailed‘ 
Verb_W0_Cdx matched ‘tailed‘ 

Classity_MV matched ‘tailed‘ 
Pred matched ‘failed‘ 

lndiClause matched ‘the table tailed‘ 
Declarative matched ‘the table tailed‘ 

Sentence matched ‘the table failed.‘ 

1. the table tailed. 
Sentence ‘the table failed.‘ 

Declarative ‘the table tailed.‘ 
|nd_C|ause ‘the table failed.‘ 
Subj ‘the table failed.‘ 
NouniPh ‘the table tailed.‘ 

Not_End ‘the table tailed.‘ 
Pronoun ‘the table failed.‘ 
Norm_Noun_Ph ‘the table failed.‘ 

N0un_Pretix ‘the table tailed.‘ 
Article ‘the table failed.‘ 

Det_Art ‘the table failed.‘ 
Det_Art matched ‘the‘ 

Article matched ‘the‘ 
N0un_Pretix matched ‘the‘ 

N0un_Equiv ‘ tabletailed.‘ 

failed.‘ 
failed.‘ 
failed.‘ 
failed.‘ 
failed.‘ 

FIG. 6 
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ELECTRONIC BRAIN MODEL WITH 
NEURON REINFORCEMENT 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This is a divisional application of US. Ser. No. 
11/425,688, FILED ON Jun. 21, 2006 and entitled METHOD 
FOR INCLUSION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TEMPERA 
MENT IN AN ELECTRONIC EMULATION OF THE 
HUMAN BRAIN, Which is a continuation application of US. 
Pat. No. 7,089,218, issued on Aug. 8, 2006, entitled 
METHOD FOR INCLUSION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL 
TEMPERAMENT IN AN ELECTRONIC EMULATION OF 
THE HUMAN BRAIN, Which is a continuation of US. Ser. 
No. 11/030,452, ?led on Jan. 6, 2005, entitled METHOD 
FOR INCLUSION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TEMPERA 
MENT IN AN ELECTRONIC EMULATION OF THE 
HUMAN BRAIN noW abandoned, Which claims the bene?t 
ofProvisional Application Ser. Nos. 60/534,641, 60/534,492, 
and 60/534,659, ?led Jan. 6, 2004. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0002] The present invention pertains in general to arti?cial 
intelligence and, more particularly, to the modeling of tem 
perament and personality. 

ADVANTAGES OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] This invention provides a Well-de?ned and simpli 
?ed Way to model human-like thought, emotional, behav 
ioral, cognitive and conj ectural processes, and an alternative 
to the colder and impersonal behaviors of traditional models 
for Arti?cial Intelligence (AI). The methods of this invention 
are compatible With many traditional approaches to AI, but 
are based on models of temperament and personality. 
Together they are a cohesive system of processing and 
memory to accurately emulate human thought, decisions and 
behavior. 

BACKGROUND 

[0004] In previous decades, various methods have been 
proposed and constructed to emulate human-like behavior, 
many Which Were bio-mimetic. That is, they Were suggested 
by the underlying human biological elements of the human 
brain. While these have been successful in part, they have 
failed to permit accurate emulation of the brain on a large 
scale. Some bio-inspired concepts such as fuZZy logic have 
made relatively feW inroads into commercial markets. FuZZy 
logic and rules-based applications have been very niche-like 
and limited, although Within those niches, fuZZy logic has 
performed quite Well. Neither have proven amenable to 
implementation on brain-level scales, hoWever. 
[0005] Throughout this document, “brain emulation” and 
“brain model” have been used interchangeably as needed to 
best convey intent. 
[0006] Some approaches of a prior system have depended 
upon bio-inspired neural netWorks, such as shoWn in FIG. 1. 
[0007] In a neural netWork, for example, a set of neurons 1 
and 2 are assumed to be stimulated by some external means 
95, each neuron typically representing a fact. It ?res in pro 
portion to the present state of recognition of that fact. They 
may be connected to other neurons 3 and 4, With the connec 
tions implying a speci?c relationship betWeen them. Inter 
posed in the connections betWeen the neurons may be a set of 
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Weights 5 Which control the in?uence of the ‘input’ neurons 1 
and 2 over the ‘output’ neurons 3. 
[0008] Finally, various forms of control such as inhibitors 
may be implemented, such as for neuron 4. In this case, the 
?ring on neuron 2 may inhibit the in?uence of upper neuron 
13 upon output neuron 4, as indicated by inhibitor 6. The 
implementation may either be Within neuron 4 or may pre 
cede it. The organiZation and interconnect of the netWork 
dictates that certain present input conditions 95 Will yield the 
desired output results 96. 
[0009] Another popular form of a prior system involves the 
use of a system of rules, such as depicted in FIG. 2. In this 
case, a set of input conditions 95 are acted upon by a set of 
rules 7, to produce a set of pre-de?ned desired output results 
96. The rules translate the set of input conditions into a set of 
signals that depicts the desired results. A set of feedbackpaths 
97 are further compared With the inputs 95 to modify the rules 
7, permitting the outputs 96 to converge on the desired results. 
These are typically referred to as “?rst principles” systems. 
[0010] While rules-based systems tend to produce the 
desired results, they can be very complex and require enor 
mous amounts of computing poWer. Many hundreds of thou 
sands of rules may be generated, and the results are not alWays 
accurate. Typical applications such as text-to-speech that use 
rules-based mechanisms do not have good accuracies unless 
extensive operator-speci?c training is used. Inaccurate results 
and excessive computational poWer have prevented pervasive 
applications of rules-based systems. 

SUMMARY 

[0011] This invention incorporates temperament, emotion, 
feeling, personality and prior experiences to accurately emu 
late a human’s thought and decision processes. Without these, 
it is highly unlikely that any system or neural netWork can 
accurately emulate real human beings. 
[0012] Certain assumptions are made by any underlying 
model of the human brain, including this one, to enable or 
simplify the understanding and implementation of brain func 
tion. Such a model may suggest speci?c approaches to imple 
mentation. HoWever, its accuracy to the original biological 
elements of the brain or to precise psychological behavior 
does not necessarily affect the claims of the present invention. 
[0013] In considering an emulation of the human brain, 
certain structures or elements might be imagined Which may 
have no (or only passing) equivalence to a biological coun 
terpar‘t, but Which greatly simplify the emulation. One such 
set of elements is the Brain Parameter, or parameter, as used 
throughout this patent. Parameters are controlling elements 
that de?ne the present emotional and mental process state of 
the brain. Such parameters are used here to de?ne states, 
conditions, moods and other matters of import, and are simi 
lar in electronic hardWare to I/O ports, or in softWare to state 
variables. 
[0014] Unlike other approaches to the emulation of human 
thought, this invention readily permits the in?uence of cul 
tural, religious and political vieWs and beliefs that are unique 
to the personality being emulated. 
[0015] This invention is bio-mimetic in that the concept of 
learning, and of interpreting neW information, takes place in 
the context of the moment. To mimic this and other functions 
of memory processes in the human brain, a number of special 
dedicated memories and lists are used. 
[0016] A context pool memory holds present situational 
context and is the center for analytic and thought processes of 
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this invention. It is the context pool for the moment. A rein 
forcement memory holds propositions, ‘facts’ and experien 
tial relationships that have yet to be rea?irmed. Information 
that has been reaf?rmed over a (typically) 21-day interval is 
committed to permanent memory, the long term memory. 
Finally, specialiZed list memory is maintained for use With 
motor skills, particularly to time-dependent or repetitive 
tasks. 
[0017] The remainder of the invention is composed of vari 
ous Working blocks that implement certain functions of the 
brain. The analyZer/correlator implements basic thought pro 
cesses, handles the vagaries of emotion and implements a 
system of deference that places the pseudo-person Within the 
context of social, political and religious structure. Use of an 
event queue and memory simpli?es the analytical and control 
functions. 
[0018] The primary language of implementation is English, 
but almost any human language of choice may also be used 
With the same methods and internal structures. To ‘bootstrap’ 
the learning processes, the invention also includes a gram 
matical and lexical parser for English sentences and sentence 
fragments. 
[0019] The invention is capable of being trained using 
English prose to establish vocabulary, speci?c sets of experi 
ences, knowledge for speci?c areas of expertise, and factors 
effecting both temperament and personality. 
[0020] Multiple instances of this invention can be used as a 
collection of emulated people in communication, for 
example, through an electronic or optical netWork. It is also 
suitable for controlling an external mechanical skeleton or 
other robotic mechanics. Finally, it is suitable foruse as one in 
a set of trained electronic ‘people’ Who comprise the trained 
creW, for example, in an Unmanned Arial Vehicle (UAV). 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0021] For a more complete understanding of the present 
invention and the advantages thereof, reference is noW made 
to the folloWing description taken in conjunction With the 
accompanying DraWings in Which: 
[0022] FIG. 1 illustrates Traditional Neural NetWorks 
(Prior Art); 
[0023] FIG. 2 illustrates Rules-Based Systems (Prior Art); 
[0024] FIG. 3 illustrates In?uence InclusioniAn example 
of Weighted random in?uence; 
[0025] FIG. 4 illustrates Implementation of the Brain Emu 
lationiBlock diagram of brain emulation; 
[0026] FIG. 5 illustrates Language Grammar SampleiEx 
ample of natural language grammar description; 
[0027] FIG. 6 illustrates Example Parser Diagnostic 
TraceiExample trace of grammar parsing; 
[0028] FIG. 7 illustrates Example Relationals BetWeen 
Neurons; 
[0029] FIG. 8 illustrates Organization of Neuron Tablesi 
General organization of neuron memory lists; 
[0030] FIG. 9 illustrates Table of NeuronsiIntemal orga 
niZation of a neuron; 
[0031] FIG. 10 illustrates Example Relational Recordi 
Contents of inter-neuron relationship record; 
[0032] FIG. 11 illustrates Event Queue and Memory4Or 
ganiZation of the event processor; 
[0033] FIG. 12 illustrates Content of an EventiGeneral 
internal contents of an event record; 
[0034] FIG. 13 illustrates A Deference TableiExample 
table of orders of deference; 
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[0035] FIG. 14 illustrates The Layered-Temperament Per 
sonality; 
[0036] FIG. 15 illustrates Characteristic Traits of the Tem 
peraments; 
[0037] FIG. 16 illustrates The Four Composite Tempera 
ment Models; 
[0038] FIG. 17 illustrates Typical TemperamentiWeight 
ing of Parameters; 
[0039] FIG. 18 illustrates Implementation of Pressure or 
Trauma; 
[0040] FIG. 19 illustrates NetWork-Connected Brain Emu 
lation; 
[0041] FIG. 20 illustrates Example Battleforce Simulation 
Cluster; and 
[0042] FIG. 21 illustrates Example Integrated Battleforce 
Simulation System. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0043] The system of the present disclosure distills the 
temperament, personality and instantaneous state of a human 
individual into a series of Brain Parameters. Each of these has 
a value varying from Zero to 100 percent, and is loosely 
equivalent to a single neuron. These parameters collectively 
de?ne the state of the person’s being and specify matters of 
temperament and personality. Some parameters are ?xed and 
seldom if ever change, While others change dynamically With 
present conditions. 
[0044] Relationships betWeen parameters, if any, are pre 
established. The Parameters are connected With the rest of the 
brain model in such a manner as to alter the decision pro 
cesses, decision thresholds and the implied personal interests 
of the underlying model they become a part of. 
[0045] The exact list of Parameters and their de?nitions are 
not germane to the system of the present disclosure, and may 
include more or feWer parameters in any given implementa 
tion thereof. Numerous parameters de?ne certain tendencies 
speci?c to certain temperaments. Some de?ne the present 
emotional state, such as sense of con?dence in a decision. 
Others are place-holders that de?ne such things as the present 
topic of conversation or Who the ?rst, second or third persons 
in the conversation are. Yet others de?ne physical parameters 
such as orientation Within the environment, sense of direc 
tion, timing and the like. 
[0046] Some brain Parameters may be loosely arranged in 
a hierarchical fashion, While others are not, such that altering 
any one parameter may affect others loWer in the hierarchy. 
This arrangement simpli?es the implementation of personal 
ity. 
[0047] Example Parameters. Table 1 illustrates a feW of 
several hundred such parameters by Way of example. The 
‘Choleric’ parameter, 202 for example, is ‘above’ others in the 
hierarchy, in that altering the percentage of Choleric tempera 
ment affects the value of many other parameters. For 
example, it affects the Propensity to Decide 222. Each can be 
treated as a neuron that may be interconnected With other 
(non-parameter) neurons. The parameter neurons may serve 
in a role similar to an I/O port in a digital computer. 

[0048] The beloW table is not a complete set of parameters, 
but is a representative set of parameters useful for the expla 
nations that folloW. 
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TABLE 1 
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General Examples of Brain Parameters 

Parameter Description 

201 Root Temperament 
202 Choleric, Ratiometric 
203 Melancholy, Ratiometric 
204 Sanguine, Ratiometric 
204 Phlegmatic, Ratiometric 
209 Gender 

Sense of Con?dence (Decisions) 
Male or female 

Degree of con?dence in a decision 

Choleric, Melancholy, Sanguine or Phlegmatic 
Percentage contribution of Choleric attributes 
Percentage contribution of Melancholy attributes 
Percentage contribution of Sanguine attributes 
Percentage Contribution of Phlegmatic attributes 

Sense of Con?dence (Motor Skills) Degree of con?dence in present motor skill 
Sense of Determination 
Sense of Dread 

Sense of Enj oyment Present sense of enjoyment 
Sense of Embarrassment Present sense of embarrassment 

229 Present need to Defer 

230 Trauma 

Present Goal (1 ofn) 
Long Term Goal (1 ofn) 
Topic ofconversation (1 ofn) 

Present objective(s), a list 

Long term objective(s), a list 

State of physical or emotional trauma 

Degree of determination to continue present plan 
Present sense of dread being experienced 

Present need to defer to external person’s desire 

The present subject of conversation, a list 
Self Identify Recognition of identity such as target for 

communications 

Present Speaker Identity of person speaking 
Person Spoken To 
Present Object 

235 Correlating Facts, status 
236 Hottest Node, status 

scaling 
237 Activity Threshold 

Identity of person being spoken to 
Identity of object/person being spoken of 
True of presently correlating information 
Hottest-?ring node in context pool, for threshold 

Minimum ?ring level for context pool memory 

[0049] In traditional models of the human brain, facts are 
simplistically represented as a single neuron, each of Which 
may ‘?re’ at some level of 0 . . . 100%. The degree of ?ring is 

construed as an indication of the present recognition of that 
fact. These neurons are interconnected by Weighted links, 
based upon the relationship and experience between con 
nected neurons. 

[0050] Example Decision-Related State Parameters. Some 
of the key state parameters used in the decision process are 
detailed beloW. Some are set by personality traits, some by the 
context of the moment and are described elsewhere. Several 
have baseline values established by the Propensity to param 
eters. 

[0051] Activity Threshold 237 is the minimum percentage 
of full-scale that a neuron must ?re before it is considered a 
candidate for inclusion in short-term memory. 

[0052] Base Decision Threshold 250 is a personality-based 
starting basis for the decision threshold. Long-term training 
and learning experience can raise or loWer the base value. 

[0053] Correlating Facts 235 is true if the correlator portion 
of the analyzer is presently correlating facts, usually in sup 
port of an analyzer decision. 

[0054] Hottest Node 236 points to the hottest-?ring neuron 
in the context pool (short-term memory). The analyzer uses it 
for scaling decision thresholds. 
[0055] Importance forAction 215 is the relative importance 
of making a decision. It is initially based on the propensity for 
importance of action, and can be scaled up doWn by the 
analyzer as the result of recent decisions. 

[0056] Need for Completeness 260 indicates the relative 
need for complete (and quality) facts, prior to making a deci 
sion. Incomplete facts Will cause the Conjector to make suit 
able guesses, but the resulting ‘facts’ Will be of loWer quality. 

[0057] Urgency for Action 216 represents the urgency (not 
the importance) of making a decision. Higher levels of 
urgency make loWer quality of information (and decisions) 
acceptable. 
[0058] Example Temperament-Based Propensity Param 
eters. A typical set of basic brain Parameters Which indicate 
various propensities based upon temperament are given in 
Table 2, including representative contribution ratios (given as 
a percentage). This set of values is by no means complete and 
is given for the sake of description of the mechanisms of this 
invention. Other Temperament Parameters may be identi?ed 
and included in this list, Without altering the methods and 
claims of this patent. 

[0059] The speci?c percentages given in Table 2 are repre 
sentative and typical values used, but are subject to ‘tWeak 
ing’ to improve the accuracy of the psychological model. 
Other values may be used in the actual implementation. Fur 
ther, the list is representative and is not complete, but serves to 
demonstrate the system of the present disclosure. 

[0060] It has been observed (and incorporated into Table 2) 
that, generally, many of these parameters re?ect traits shared 
primarily by tWo of the temperaments, With one of the tWo 
being greater. That same parameter may also be shared mini 
mally by the remaining tWo temperaments. 
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TABLE 2 
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Examples of Temperament Parameters 

Parameter Choleric Melancholy Sanguine Phlegmatic 

210 Propensity for Amusement 10 35 35 20 
211 Propensity for Completeness 20 35 10 35 
212 Propensity for Determination 35 20 10 35 
213 Propensity for Enjoyment 10 25 40 25 
214 Propensity for Fun 10 20 55 15 
215 Propensity for Importance of 50 10 35 5 

Action 
216 Propensity for Urgency of 35 12 50 3 

Action 
217 Propensity for Patience 15 35 5 45 
218 Propensity for Rhythm 10 15 60 15 

In?uence 
219 Propensity for Stability 10 25 5 60 
220 Propensity to Analyze 10 60 5 25 
221 Propensity to Care-Take 5 10 30 55 
222 Propensity to Decide Quickly 50 15 30 5 
223 Propensity to FolloW a Plan 10 25 5 60 
224 Propensity to Plan 50 35 10 5 
225 Propensity to Procrastinate 5 15 30 50 
226 Propensity to Second-Guess 5 60 10 25 
227 Propensity for Stability of 10 25 5 60 

Action 
228 Propensity to Rest Hands on 25 60 5 10 

Hips or in Pockets 

[0061] The percentages given are by Way of example, the underlying brain model (analyzer) can raise or lower this 
although they may approximate realistic values. The altering 
of these values by no means alters the means and methods of 
this patent, and they may be adjusted to better approximate 
temperament traits. The list is by no means complete and is 
given as a set of representative parameters for sake of 
example. 
[0062] In many, but not all, cases, the overall impact of a 
temperament is given by the product of the temperament’s 
percentage, as pre-selected to produce the desired personal 
ity, and the percentage of likelihood given for each propensity 
from Table 2. This is demonstrated in FIGS. 4 and 5. These 
may be augmented by additional variations due to the Gender 
201 parameter, accounting for differences in response by 
male or female gender. 

[0063] Detail of Some Temperament-Based Propensity 
Parameters. The samplings of parameters in Table 2 are 
described beloW, by Way of example of hoW such parameters 
are speci?ed and applied. The described settings and appli 
cations of these parameters are necessarily subjective, and the 
relative weightings of these and all other parameters 
described in this document are approximate and exemplary. 
One skilled in the art Will realize that they may be altered or 
adjusted Without altering the means of the system of the 
present disclosure. 
[0064] The Propensity for Amusement 210 is the tendency 
to be amused. The higher values loWer the threshold of What 
is found to be amusing, triggering amusement sooner. The 
triggering of amusement may be re?ected in the appropriate 
facial expressions, as provided for in the underlying brain 
model and skeletal mechanics, if any. 
[0065] The Propensity for Completeness 211 s a measure of 
the personality’s tendency to need complete facts before mak 
ing a decision, and is based solely on temperament selection. 
It is naturally highest for the Melancholy and naturally loWest 
for the Sanguine or Choleric. While it is normally not altered, 

parameter based upon training or learning. 
[0066] The Propensity for Determination 212 is the ten 
dency for the brain emulation to be determined, and sets the 
baseline value for the sense of determination. Over time, it 
can be permanently altered by achievement (or failure to 
achieve) targets or goals. 
[0067] The Propensity for Enjoyment 213 is a measure of 
the tendency to ?nd enjoyment in issues of life. It is naturally 
moderately higher for the Sanguine, and is impacted (either 
Way) With a very long time constant (20 days) by the achieve 
ment of goals, the completion of plans, and by positive rela 
tionship experiences. 
[0068] The Propensity for Fun 214 de?nes the tendency of 
the temperament to make decisions based on the sense of 
feel-good. It is temperament dependent, tends to be highest 
for the Sanguine, and heavily in?uences the impact of 
Rhythm In?uence. 
[0069] The Propensity for Importance of Action 215 is a 
measure of the temperament’s tendency to ?nd action impor 
tant, Whether or not all the facts needed for decision are 
available and With high con?dence. It is naturally highest for 
the Choleric and naturally loWest for the Melancholy and 
Phlegmatic. While it is normally not altered, the underlying 
brain emulation can raise or loWer this parameter based upon 
training or learning. 
[0070] The Propensity for Urgency of Action 216 is a mea 
sure of the personality’s tendency to ?nd action important, at 
the expense of strong consideration or analysis of the facts. It 
is naturally highest for the Sanguine and naturally loWest for 
the Phlegmatic. While it is normally not altered, the underly 
ing brain emulation can raise or loWer this parameter based 
upon training or learning. 
[0071] The Propensity for Patience 217 is a measure of the 
overall tendency for patience. The level is normally high for a 
Phlegmatic and loW for a Sanguine, but is also signi?cantly 
affected by (long term) experience history. GroWth is in this 
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trait parameter is very sloW and is an iterative process. High 
levels of Patience 217 cause suppress early termination of 
action, When faced With repeated failure to meet shor‘t- or 
long-term goals. 
[0072] The Propensity for Rhythm In?uence 28 is a tem 
perament-dependent parameter, and may be altered up- or 
doWnWard by hyperactivity. It controls the relative effect of 
rhythm on the decision process. Its baseline value is relatively 
higher for the Sanguine. 
[0073] The Propensity for Stability 219 is a temperament 
dependent parameter that de?nes the tendency toWards sta 
bility. When the value is high, decisions Will tend to be made 
that lead to no net change, in the sense of foot-dragging. It 
also implies a tendency to procrastinate, and is a strength (or 
Weakness) of the Phlegmatic personality. High levels of Sta 
bility 219 lead to strong loyalty toWards the context-depen 
dent authority. 
[0074] The Propensity to Analyze 220 (is determined by 
temperament and is not affected by other properties, except 
by external command. Even then, its effect is short term and 
is rapidly trends back to the base tendency. When very high, 
there is a marked tendency to analyZe and correlate facts 
before making decisions, and the con?dence-based decision 
thresholds based on the outcome are normally raised. 

[0075] The Propensity to Care-Take 221 is a temperament 
dependent parameter, tending highest in the Phlegmatic and 
Sanguine. It increases the interest in acquiring people-related 
facts for short-term memory. The impact of this parameter is 
established, for example, by altering the parameters of the 
Clutter Filter for the context pool or short term memory. 

[0076] The Propensity to Decide 222 is a parameter that is 
highest for the Choleric and Sanguine temperaments, and 
in?uences (increases) the Willingness to make decisions With 
a minimum of facts. For the Choleric, decisions subsequently 
proven inferior may be altered, While for the Sanguine, the 
results tend to be ignored. Parameter 222 also increases the 
tendency to revise decisions as higher-quality facts are avail 
able, and decreases the stability in decisions and the tendency 
to foot-drag. 
[0077] The Propensity to FolloW the Plan 223 de?nes is the 
(current) level of tendency to folloW a plan. Its core value 
comes from personality traits, but is altered by such variables 
as stress, urgency, and external pressure. When pressure is 
high, as per Trauma parameter 230, there is increased ten 
dency to ignore the plan and to revert to personality pro?le 
based responses. This is accomplished in a manner such as 
demonstrated, for example, in FIG. 5. 
[0078] The Propensity to Plan 224 is a measure of the 
tendency and desire to Work out a plan prior to a project or 
task, and is a function of the temperament pro?le. If Propen 
sity 34 is high, Work on the task Will be suspended until a plan 
of steps in the task is Worked out. The propensity to plan does 
not imply a propensity to folloW the plan, per 223. 

[0079] The Propensity to Procrastinate 225 is a measure of 
the tendency to procrastinate, deferring decisions and action. 
The primary value derives from the temperament per Table 2, 
and is and is then a ?xed parameter but Which may be gradu 
ally altered by experience or training. While procrastination 
is largely a characteristic of the Phlegmatic, it also occurs in 
the Melancholy decision-making process, in the absence of 
complete facts, and is normally very loW for the Choleric. 
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[0080] The Propensity to Second-Guess 226 is a measure of 

the tendency to reevaluate decisions, even quality decisions, 
and possibly to evaluate them yet again. Temperament-de 
pendent as shoWn in Table 2, it is highest in the Melancholy 
and typically loWest in the Choleric. 

[0081] The Propensity to Stability of Action 227 is a mea 
sure of the tendency to maintain the status quo. Largely a 

Phlegmatic trait, it in?uences (increases) the tendency to 
foot-drag, and is implemented by a decreased Willingness to 
alter plans. It may be connected to the underlying brain emu 
lation or model as a part of the clutter or interest ?lter at the 

input of the context pool, short term memory or analyZer, 
suppressing neW plans or suggestions that abort existing or 
active plans. 
[0082] Propensity to Rest Hands on Hips 228 is a largely 
Melancholy trait Whose more positive values increases the 
tendency of any attached mechanical skeleton to ?nd a resting 
place for its hands, primarily on the hips or in the pockets. 
This parameter provides a control value to the underlying 
brain emulation or model, Which itself is responsible for the 
motor skill issues that carry out this tendency. That emulation 
or model actually determines Whether or not this tendency is 
carried out. 

[0083] Again, parameters in Table 2 are directly controlled 
by one or more of the four underlying temperament selection 
parameters. They are scaled by percentages such as those also 
given by example in Table 2. They are then distributed by the 
brain model to the appropriate control points, ?lters and 
selectors Within the underlying brain emulation or model. 

[0084] Inclusion of Parameter In?uence. Throughout the 
brain emulation, there are many places at Which a parameter 
may or may-not in?uence the outcome of a decision. The 

likelihood of the parameter contributing to the decision in 
some cases are often statistically based. One method of 

accomplishing this is shoWn in FIG. 3. A random number 
betWeen 0 and 100% is generated by 421 and is compared by 
422 against the parameter in question. If the parameter value 
exceeds the sum of a base threshold parameter 423 and a 

random number, inclusion is enabled. 

[0085] This type of logic is frequently used in the clutter 
?lter discussed elseWhere. 

[0086] 
from the basic Temperament Parameters of Table 2. These 

Derived Brain Parameters. Many parameters derive 

values may be a combination of temperament parameters, but 

as adjusted for learning, training, experience and present 
conditions. As With other brain nodes and parameters, mo st of 

these are expressed in a range of 0 . . . 100%, in units suitable 

to the technology of implementation. 

[0087] A typical set of these derived parameters is given in 
Table 3. Each of these has an additional (signed) value to be 

added to it Which is further adjusted on the basis of learning or 

training. The list is by no means complete, and is given for the 
sake of description of the mechanisms of this invention. Many 
of these relate to matters of emotion, its measure and expres 

sion. These, as may all parameters, may be monitored exter 
nally to measure the emotional state of the emulated brain. 




































